leave {xx), (lx) invariant which are not associated with any planar Cremona transformation. A solution of (1) or a linear substitution (2) which does have the geometric meaning described above will be said to be proper.
In his prize memoir [8] *of 1884, S. Kantor stated the following proposition: a linear substitution (2) leaving (xx) and (lx) invariant and in which n, s t -, r ; -, a»y are non-negative integers is proper. He gave two "proofs" of the assertion. In 1931, Cooolidge [4] recognized the importance of the proposition and supported it with an argument like one of Kantor's. At the time Coble [l ] pointed out that the proof was not valid. In 1934, this writer [5] constructed an example (p = 11) which showed that the proposition was not true; and, in 1940, by using the specific results [2] of Coble on irreducible solutions of (3), it was possible to prove [6, p. 865] that Kan tor's theorem was true forp<ll.
The purpose of this paper is to exhibit further necessary conditions on a proper linear substitution which will also be sufficient for all values of p. It is easily verified that for each of £o = 0, 1 there is a unique solution, and that each satisfies the lemma. In the case £o>l> it may be shown that po>pi. Indeed, po=pi requires that £o = 0, 1 and it is easy to show that pi>po is impossible for po>l. Thus for po>l we may write
where 0<bi^b 2^h . Substitution in the quadratic relation of (3) The restriction that pi^p2^ ; • • ^p P is not essential to the proof. Indeed, it is clear that if the inequality holds for the three largest of pi, then it must hold for any three. The ordering of {Y} and {p} is not necessary, but is stated for emphasis.
To demonstrate that an L of the form (2) The above results follow easily from Theorem 1. A similar theorem for characteristics for which Xo never vanishes would be useful.
